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Abstract
Mechatronics is an important field of science and technology providing a large
spectrum of applications, being also an important educational discipline for
engineers. Engineering education has special requirements, and the development of
remote laboratories will be efficient not only considering costs of educational
resources, but also offering simultaneously access to advanced technology.
This paper describes recent developments in web-based tele-operation of
robots. Different architectures offering remote interactivity were identified and a
comparison is presented. Details on interfacing a Mitsubishi industrial robot with a
remote user are presented in the framework of remote collaborative research and
distance education in robotics.
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1. Introduction
Both devices teleoperation and distance education for remote students are hot
topics nowadays due to the progress of technologies and knowledge. Engineering
education has special requirements, and the development of remote laboratories
will be efficient not only considering costs of educational resources, but also
offering simultaneously access to advanced technology.
Mechatronics is an important field of science and technology providing a
large spectrum of applications, being also an important educational discipline for
engineers. For a computer scientist, the mechatronics field imposes challenging
tasks in software modeling and programming techniques.
Based on recently developments in Information and Communication
Technologies (ICT field), research organizations, universities and industrial sectors
had reported advances in mechatronics and its applications. The list of included
references represents only a selection of recent references used for this study.
Fundamentals topics in robotics and mechatronics are covered by Bishop [3],
Edwards [6], Pires [20], and Selig [25], to mention only a few monographers.
The networking technologies made possible the Internet integration into
industrial, educational, and home applications. Robotics, telematics (telecommunications + informatics), virtual reality, and web – interfacing gave life to
new approaches in real-time remote robotics and telexistence, as shown in [19].
According to the mentioned references, some early systems like Mercury
project (1994), Australia’s Tele-robot on the web (1995), Tele-Garden project
(1995), Puma Paint project (1997), Digimuse (1998), and many others, using
TCP/IP, web technologies and Java or other client-server gateway interfacing
methodologies, were developed, not only for experimental point of view, but also
for real life applications.
The most challenging applications deal with operation into hostile
environments like mining, nuclear waste disposal, and surveillance, according to
Vale et. al [29]. Other internet applications of telerobotics are oriented to
entertainment, tele-manufacturing, and tele-medicine, as Bambang says in [2].
Our interest is oriented toward research and educational tasks for engineering
fields. Some remote laboratories were built for teaching robotics or engineering
sciences: Robolab System [14], the control and robotics remote laboratory of the
University of Maribor [23], the 4 projects for laboratory based distance learning
[26], the R-lab architecture [15], Robot programming language using Codelab [12],
the Mentor-MVTSI system [10], etc.
Of course, according to the progress in ICT and software engineering, there
are many generations of projects. The recent trend is to consider Java technologies
[21, 33], modern modelling paradigms [14, 20, 22, 27, 32], intelligent control [11,
13, 31], and virtual reality advancements, including mobile robots [1, 4, 10, 14, 24,
27].
Considering the experience on developing a wide spectrum of applications,
already reported by the Mechatronics team at University of Oradea, the next step is
to upgrade the projects to support distance control.
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This paper describes recent developments in web-based teleoperation of
robots. An overview of such developments will be described in the second section.
Details on interfacing a Mitsubishi industrial robot with a remote user are
presented in the framework of remote collaborative research and distance education
in robotics, in the third section. The last section will provide concluding remarks
and future research themes.
2. Recent advances in telerobotics
The mechatronics is “a vibrant area of study”, “a youthful subject” even the
term was coined in 1970s, as Bishop [3] remarks. As an evolutionary process, the
mechatronics refers to “the synergetic integration of mechanical, electrical, and
computer system” [3].
When developing real-life software applications, the scientists have to
manage topics like physical systems modeling, sensor and actuators, signals and
systems, computers and logic systems, and software and data acquisition. Any
complex software system for mechatronics applications integrates knowledge about
these topics, algorithms, software design techniques, human-computer interface
design, and communication protocols.
A particular mechatronic system is the robot. In most cases the robotics
systems are composed by a sensing unit, a controller and an actuating unit. The
controller uses the information coming from sensors, uses one or more control
algorithms (in mono or multitasking manner), and sends commands to actuators.
In order to support robot modeling and visualization, computer graphics
fundamentals, and geometric modelling methods have to be considered when
someone design interfaces for remote controlling of robots using web environment
and support virtual environments [19, 25, 27].
Also, image acquisition, processing and understanding are required for
applications supporting robots vision [1, 5, 22, 32], and speech synthesis and
recognition for human language interfacing [21].
In the following, the most important architectures, technologies and tools for
controlling robots will be described.
One can identify four generations of telerobotics systems based on ICT
advancements. The first generation has the following characteristics [2]: the
communication is based on HTTP service on port 80, three subsystems will interact
in some way: the robot, the robot server PC (supporting robot actuating and
feedback, Common Gateway Interface (CGI), HTTP server), and the remote client
terminal. Single video cam is supported. The second generation uses the robot
server and Web server on the same PC, and support multi-user interaction based on
queue data structure. The third generation integrates many video cameras, remote
programming, and intelligent control. The fourth generation offers real-time teleoperation as requested by recent virtual reality applications.
The HTTP server will accept HTTP request from one or many users surfing
the Web, or interacting with a mechatronics laboratory. The content of the page
received by the remote user is generated dynamically, and provides an interface to
support the interaction with the robot (sending simple commands, uploading
programs and activate them).
The robot server receives commands/programs from the user, analyses them
and if running such command/program keep the robot safe, the command/program
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is accepted, otherwise is rejected. The robot server is not only a lexical/syntax
analyzer, but it is a virtual interpreter of the robot command/program. Only valid
commands/programs are sent to the robot.
Real-time remote robotics, asks for fast reaction, and the Internet has
limitations. According to Tachi [27], virtual reality interfaces (HMD, CAVE) and
new languages and protocols (like RCML/RCTP) are required to support data
interchange over network and geometric visualization. RCML is an extension of
VRML and describes information about robot and its environment (geometry of the
robot and its configuration, the sensory information, and the remote environment
geometry and its specifications).
3. The RV-2AJ teleoperation
The Mitsubishi RV-2AJ robots are 5/6 axis robot arms featuring 64-bit
RISC/DSP controller technology, and load capacities of 1.5 and 2.0 kg
respectively. The robot system is composed by the Mitsubishi RV-2AJ robot arm,
the robot controller, a TeachBox and the PC as robot server.
In order to extend already existing robot programs and to develop new
software, some alternatives have to be compared. From the programming
languages point of view the extension can use the following paradigms: structured
programming, specialized packages, object oriented programming, web
programming, and artificial intelligence methodologies. Not only the programming
language is important, but also the development methodology and the user
interface design.
In order to develop a fourth generation telerobotic system a Java3D approach
is useful. Not only Java offers an object oriented environment, but the Java3D
offers a high-level application programming interface (API) for 3D scene
description and graphical control based on VRML/X3D technologies. Offering
multi-threading programming, a powerful model for event processing, Java3D, and
the capability of creating complex interfaces, Java3D meet all requirements to be
selected for developing an Internet-based teleoperation environment for the
Mitsubishi RV-2AJ robot. Java3D applets can be integrated in web pages in order
to create teaching material for remote learners.
Our project uses HTML/Java3D approach for the content of web-pages, and
PHP/MySQL for managing the user access (password authentication) to the remote
laboratory. A multicast protocol (like IGMP/PIM) is used to manage delivery of
multicast streams to the groups of recipients on a LAN, in order to support remote
classrooms in mechatronics teaching. The client interface offers information about
the robot sensors, support for sending commands (a text window, and specialized
buttons), and starting already existing programs, and a window receiving images of
robot while executing the commands.
4. Summary and further research
The Mitsubishi RV-2AJ robot is an industrial one, being designed as a
flexible and adaptable system to many tasks in manufacturing industry, research
laboratories, and medical facilities.
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The increasing interest in distance education for engineering sciences
motivates us to consider interfacing the mechatronics laboratory to remote users.
The next step is to develop a strategy for collaborative laboratories, and to
use collaborative research in Internet telerobotic systems.
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